


Gontinuous, Non-lnvasive Measurements
of Arterial Blood Oxygen Levels
A new oximeter gives calibrated non-invasive measure-
ments of the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin in arterial
blood, using a multiwavelength optical technique that ap-
p r oach es " totJ Ch -an d- r e ad" co nv en i e n ce.

by Edwin B. Merrick and Thomas J. Hayes

tTl Hn BASIC FUNCTION of the cardio-respira-
I tory system is to supply oxygen to the cells of the

body, a continuous supply being essential for proper
functioning of every working cell. An inadequate
oxygen supply can be the result of respiratory as well
as circulatory disorders. Pulmonary fibrosis, em-
physema, asthma, pneumonia, and a host of other
respiratory problems are major causes of disability.
The degree to which a patient's oxygenation status is
comprised, and hence the seriousness of the problem,
can be indicated by a measurement of the oxygen
Ievel in arterial blood,

Unfortunately, the amount of oxygen carried by the
blood stream has not been easy to measure. Tradition-
ally, it is done by withdrawing a sample of arterial
blood and measuring the oxygen content of the sam-
ple, either by gas measuring techniques or by spec-
trophotometry. Besides the obvious risk involved in
puncturing an attery, where pressure is high, this
method indicates the oxygen content only at the time
of sample withdrawal (except for some extremely
difficult-to-execute on-stream methods). The delay in
measured results is particularly disadvantageous in
adjusting ventilators, in exercise tests, in oxygen
therapy, and in many other situations where there are
short-term changes in oxygen levels. What has been
urgently needed is a noninjurious method of measur-
ing blood oxygen on a continuous basis.

Methods of accomplishing this were indepen-
dently proposed in 1935 by Kramerl and Matthes.2
These methods, based on the observation that oxyge-
nated blood is much more transparent to red light
than de-oxygenated blood is, measure the transmis-
sion of light through the ear (the ear flap is an excel-
lent place to "see" arterial blood because, as a heat
radiator, it can circulate arterial blood in excess of its
own needsJ.

This approach provides a sensitive measurement
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but, unfortunately, it is also affected by the amount of
blood flowing. This part of the problem was solved
later by Matthes3 and refined by Millikana who made
reference measurements at an infrared wavelength
where the absorbing abilities of oxygenated and de-
oxygenated bloods are the same. A measurement at
this wavelength is thus sensitive to the amount of
blood but not to the degree of oxygenation.

This method made relative saturation measure-
ments practical where it was desired to monitor
short-term changes in the blood oxygen level. How-
ever, because skin pigmentation and other absorbers
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affect the measurement, the method is not capable of
making absolute measurements.

Calibrated Measurements
A technique for overcoming the above limitation

was proposed by Goldies and improved by Wood.6
This procedure assumes that the ear can be consid-
ered as a cuvette for blood oxygen measurements
using convent ional  spectrophotometry.  "Blank"
measurements (cuvette and diluent) are made by
squeezing the blood from the ear and measuring the
light transmission at the two wavelengths. The light
absorbance in this case may be attributed to skin and
underlying tissue pigments alone and can be used to
correct the readings obtained with blood present,
achieving absolute calibration.

Although these developments stimulated interest
in body-surface oximetry, certain remaining limita-
tions in technique were recognized. First, any body-
surface technique is limited to those subjects whose
per ipheral  c i rcu lat ion is  not  compromised.  The
peripheral circulation of patients in shock usually
shuts down to conserve blood flow for the vital organs
so under these circumstances, any body-surface
oximeter would read low.

It could also be argued with regard to this technique
that:
(a) The bloodless ear is not truly bloodless;
(b) The optical characteristics of the compressed ear
differ from those of the ear in the normal state;
(cJ The optical path in the compressed state differs

Fig. 1. Model 47201 A Oximeter,
shown here in the TEST mode
with all alarm indicators illumina-
ted, measures the percent satura-
tion of hemoglobin continuously
when the earprobe is properly
placed on the ear. (The object
shown to the right of the cable
is the flexible light shield that
covers the earprobe during a
measurement.)

from that of the relaxed state;
(dJ Any movement of  the earpiece changes the
measuring circumstances, requiring a remeasure-
ment of the bloodless state;
(e) The forces required to secure the earpiece could
interfere with the flow of blood.

Multiwavelength Measurements
Certain improvements to the technique that would

surmount these limitations were brought to the atten-
tion of Hewlett-Packard by Robert F. Shaw, M.D., then
of the Presbyterian Hospital in San Francisco. He
showed that making transmission measurements at
several wavelengths would result in improved accu-
racy and greater simplicity of measurement. This led
to extensive feasibil i ty studies at HP labs in Palo Alto,
California, proving the approach to be valid. As a
result, a product was defined.

The design goals for this product were to provide
an instrument that could measure the oxygen satura-
tion of blood in a subject's ear non-invasively, con-
tinuously, and accurately without involving the sub-
ject in any calibration or standardization procedures.
The measurement was also to be unaffected by motion
of the earprobe on the subject. Furthermore, the in-
strument should be easily operated by medical per-
sonnel without requiring any electronics training on
their part.

These goals have been achieved in the Hewlett-
Packard Model 472O1A Oximeter (Fig. 1). It measures
the percent oxygen saturation of hemoglobin-the
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extent to which available hemoglobin is combined
with oxygen-by measuring the light transmission
characteristics of the ear at eight wavelengths (650 to
1050 nm) and combining the measured values to ar-
rive at a result (see box). It makes the measurement
with better than2o/o accuracy (in a range of go to too%
at the 1o level of standard deviation) regardless of
skin pigmentation, ear thickness, or earprobe motion.
It is pre-calibrated, requiring no test samples or gases
for adjustment nor requiring the operator to make any
zero, gain, or span adjustments other than an in-
frequently performed standardization procedure. The
standardization procedure, which provides the in-
strument with basic light intensity values to serve as a
reference, does not involve the patient in any way.

Straightf orward Operation
Instrument operation is simple, consistent with the

requirements of busy patient care areas where per-
sonnel must devote their attention to medical prob-
lems, not to instrument operation. To measure the
oxygenation level of a patient, the gap in the earprobe
(Fig. 2) is slipped over the anti-helix of the ear (the flat
part just within the curl of the ear's outer edge) after
this part of the ear has been rubbed briskly for about
15 seconds to stimulate the flow of arterial blood. A
flexible light shield is then placed over the earprobe.
A temperature-controlled thick-film heater within
the probe maintains a temperature of 41"C at the ear
for continuing stimulation of arterial blood flow after
the earprobe is positioned.

The earprobe may be hand-held for the measure-
ment or it may be attached to a headband for long-
term measurements (see the cover illustration). Once
the probe is in place, the instrument automatically

Fig. 2. The gap in the earprobe slips over the ear flap for
making measurements of percent oxygen saturation. The
earprobe is covered by the flexible light shield (not shown)
du ring the measu rement.

gives readings of percent oxyhemoglobin.
The oximeter is standardized at the time it is turned

on by inserting the earprobe in a cavity in the front
panel and pressing the oxltvlsrER srD pushbutton.
This causes the oximeter to read the light level pas-
sing through the earprobe when there are no absor-
bers present. The measured values obtained at the
eight wavelengths are stored in the instrument's digi-
tal processor and used as the reference values for the
ear transmission measurements. The instrument will
then give accurate, calibrated readings for at least four
hours of continuous operation.

Operator confidence in instrument operation is en-
hanced by self-check facilities. Placing the earprobe
in the cavity and moving the adjacent lever to CHECK
inserts a glass analog of the ear into the earprobe gap
and causes the instrument to make a measurement.
This provides a complete system check and assures
the operator that the instrument is functioning cor-
rectly if the number displayed is the same as one
marked on the attached instruction card. Pressing the
oxIMETER TEST button lights all of the front-panel in-
dicators (LOW ALARM, HIGH ALARM, OFF EAR, INOP, etc.)

to show that all are working, and tests the computa-
tion circuits by producing a display that should agree
with a second number marked on the instruction
card. The display goes to 00 after the button is held
down 10 seconds,  con f i rm ing  opera t ion  o f  a
processor-malfunction indication-during normal
operation, the display goes to 00 any time a computed
value remains unchanged for 10 seconds.

Applications
Because it reduces the complexity of determining

blood oxygen levels and the time needed for doing
so, and because it measures continuously, the new
oximeter is being used in a wide variety of circum-
stances where adequate oxygen is in question or where
a patient's oxygenation status can be compromised.T'8
For example, in many institutions it is used to screen
patients suspected of having a lung problem, pro-
viding arterial information without the necessity of
an arterial puncture. It assists in controlling supple-
mental oxygen where precise control is needed to
avoid toxic levels while meeting patient require-
ments, and it helps in the adjustment of ventilators.
It is used at a major research institution to study the
breathing response of selected patients to lowered
oxygen concentration.T As a monitor it is proving
useful  dur ing pulmonary exercise tests,e sleep
studies, l0 surgical  procedures, l l '12 and broncho-
scopy evaluations. In general, its applications range
from monitoring the oxygenation of an asthmatic
being treated with bronchodilators to studying an
astronaut's physiological response to forces genera-
ted in a centrifuge.13'14



Design Details
The basic operation of the instrument is illustrated

by the diagram of Fig. 3.  The l ight source is a
tungsten-iodine lamp that has high output in the
spectrum of interest. A lens system collimates the
light beam and directs it through thin-film interfer-
ence filters that provide the wavelength selection.
These filters are mounted on a rotating wheel so they
cut the light beam sequentially.

The filtered light beam then enters a fiber-optic
bundle that carries it to the ear. Another fiber-optic
bundle carries the light passing through the ear back
to a silicon photodetector in the instrument.

A second light path is developed with a beam split-
ter in the path of the collimated light beam near the

Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of the Model 47201A
Oximeter.

Oximeter Theorv
The Hewlett-Packard Model 47201A Oximeter measures the

percentage of oxygenated hemoglobin in arterial blood in a
manner similar to the mult i-wavelength spectrophotometric
techn ique w ide ly  used by  ana ly t i ca l  chemis ts .  In  spec-
trophotometry, the concentrations of substances held in solu-
tion are measured by determining the relative light attenuations
that the light-absorbing substances cause at each of several
wavelengths.

In the Beer-Lambert model of a light-absorbing system, in this
case the pinna of the ear with excess arterial blood flowing, it is
assumed that the light absorbers act independently, that no
combination of two absorbers has the same absorbance spec-
trum as hemoglobin (Hb) oroxyhemoglobin (HbOz), and thatthe
effects of light scattering by the ear tissue are negligible, given
proper light source and detector geometry.

To understand the model, consider { irst a single l ight ab-
sorber ol concentration, c, in a thickness, d:

The intensity, l ,  of the l ight transmitted is related to the incident
l ight, lo, thus:

= lo -Kcd

where K, known as the extinction coefficient, is a proportionality
constant that varies as a function of the substance and the
wavelength of the light.

The quantity Kcd is called the absorbance, A.
A =  K c d

The transmission, T, is defined as l/lo and since
A :  - log ,o( l / lo ) ,

A  :  - logroT

lf a mixture of two substances is contained in one sample, the
absorbances (A1, A2) are addit ive:

T = 1 0 - ( 4 1  + A 2 )

l : 'f 
Q-(K1c1 + K2c2ld

A set of simultaneous equations can be written for total absor-
bance of m substances at each of n wavelenqths:

%Oe saturation = tOO "J : tOO-  
c 1 + c 2

A1 =  d(K11c1 +  K12c2+ K. ' . c . .  .  . .  .  Kr .c* )

Ar :  d (K21c1 +  K22c2 +  Kr .c . . .  . .  .Kzrc r )

An =  d(Kn1c1 +  Kn2c2 +  Kn3ca. .  . .  .Knrc* )

In the case of the oximeter, it has been found experimentally
that eight wavelengths are enough to resolve the many sub-
stances in the ear sufficiently to measure oxygen saturation.

By representing the concentration of HbOz by c1 and the Hb
concentration by c2, the percent oxygen saturation is obtained

byevaluating 100 -. This is done by applying Kramer's
u l T v t

rule to the set of simultaneous equations with the following
results:

Ao + 
n :AnlogTn

Bo + 
n )BnlogTn

where An and Bn are constants that were found empirically
by making many measurements on many individuals and find-
ing those constants that best fit the measured ear transmissions
with respect to the oxygen saturations. The oxygen saturations
were determined by conventional blood sample measurements.
Ao and Be were introduced to account for the absorption of
non-varyrng components.

lf boundary conditions are established by making the sums of
the coefficients themselves equal to zero, i.e.:

8 8

t A ^  :  ) B - : 0 .
n : I  n : l

then the solut ion becomes insensit ive to neutral-density
changes in transmittance levels. This makes the system insen-
sitive to changes in gain, increases the range of acceptable
light intensities, and contributes to freedom from motion artitacts.

When making a measurement, the Model 47201A Oximeter
obtains values for the transmissions, Tn, by comparing the
intensity of the light passing through the ear at each wavelength
to the corresponding value stored during the standardization
procedure. The computation circuits derive the log of Tn,
mult iply i t  by the appropriate constants, An and Bn, and
manipulate the resulting terms according to the %-02 equation
to arrive at a value of percent-oxygen saturation.
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Fig. 4. Extremes in ear transmittances measured during a
hospital-based study involving a broad spectrum of sub-
jects. Measurements were made at eight wavelengths with
100o/o oxfeen saturation and again with Bjok saturation.
Transmittance differences between 100/o saturation (solid
lines) and 80o/o saturations (dotted lines) are small compared
to the range of transmittances encountered.

source. This path also passes through the filter wheel
and then through a fiber-optic bundle directly to the
silicon photodetector. The filters are spaced on the
wheel such that they intercept only one light beam at
a time, Thus, as the wheel turns, light at a particular
wavelength travels first to the earpiece and back
down to the detector, then through the reference path
to the detector. Hence, the detector receives two light
pulses for each wavelength. The data processor takes
the ratio of the two pulses as the measured value so
readings are compensated for any changes in the
spectral characteristics ofthe Iight source and optical
system. The wheel spins at 1300 rpm, giving about 20
readouts of all eight wavelengths per second.

The current in the photodetector may be only
0.5 nA or less during a light pulse so the detector
output is amplified in a linear amplifier that has a
gain of 108. It is then converted to 16-bit digital words
by a triple-slope A-to-D converter synchronized with
the wheel rotation.

The ro-bit words are delivered to a digital signal
averager that performs two functions. First, it aver-
ages out the noise content of the signal with a time-
constant of 1.6 seconds. Second, it serves as a buffer,
retaining the information until required by the com-
putational process, which runs independently of the
wheel rotation.

Computation of percent oxygen saturation is ac-
complished by a z+-bit algorithmic-state machine. It
uses serial processing with the program stored in a
mask-programmed ROM and the necessary coeffi-
c ien ts  o f  the  equat ions  s to red  on  a  f ie ld -pro-
grammable ROM,

As part of the process, the computation circuits
derive the quantity of total hemoglobin seen within

the field of view of the earpiece. If this quantity is
Iow, the instrument gives an illuminated oFF EAR
indication.

From the computational section, data is transferred
in pulse-decimal form to the output circuit board
where it is converted to BCD for the front-panel LED
display. In addition, it is converted to an analog vol-
tage for use by an accessory trend recorder.

The BCD signal is also compared to the setting of
the front-panel thumbwheel switches to determine
when an alarm condition exists, front-panel lighted
indicators showing when such is the case. This in-
formation is also made available to a rear-panel con-
nector for use in monitoring systems.

Obtaining Accuracy
While the basic operation of the instrument seems

straightforward enough, there were many knotty
problems that had to be solved. Some light was shed
on these by extensive use of computer modeling. This
helped sort out the complex interrelationships be-
tween light source, filter characteristics, oxygen sat-
uration, the presence of other light absorbers, and
detector sensitivity.

The extremes in ear transmission are shown in Fig.
4. As can be seen, the change in transmission caused
by oxygen saturation is small, and it is a function of
the absolute transmission level as well as wavelength.
This appears to be a complex relationship because the
absolute level is affected by many patient-related var-
iables, e.g. ear thickness, cartilage, skin and blood
pigments, and the surface characteristics of the skin.

Considering all of the variables as simple, inde-
pendent absorbers would seem to be an oversimplifi-
cation, but it has proven in practice to be quite work-
able. The application of simple Beer-Lambert princi-
ples (see box, page 5 ) to an optically complex system
such as the ear has proven to be surprisingly accurate.

The Beer-Lambert model not only provided the al-
gorithm for processing transmittance measutements,
but it was also useful in predicting the influence of
certain system perturbations. For example, because of
the differences in individual ear-transmission curves,
the effects of changes in filter characteristics can in
turn be affected by the characteristics of the subject.

To explore this problem, ear-ttansmission mea-
surements were made on a diverse range of subjects.
With this measurement data as an input for the com-
puter modeling, it was demonstrated that the filters
could degrade instrument accuracy in three ways: if
the center wavelengths were not within 0.1 to
0.2 nm of those specified, if the filter bandwidth
changed, and if the ratio of passband to stopband
were less than 10s.

By working with filter suppliers it was found that a
pass-to-stopband ratio of 10s could be obtained by
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Fig.5. Calibration serles related oximeter measurements to
conventional measurements of blood oxygen on arterial
samp/es. Oxygen saturations were controlled by adjusting
breathing gas mixtures.

cascading two filters, each having a ratio of 103. This

also controlled the bandwidth, but it reduced the
energy throughput, giving a signal-to-noise ratio that
required the digital averaging to overcome the effects
of the noise.

The best center wavelength specification that could

reasonably be obtained was -f 0.5 nm. This presented
a serious problem, as this could cause errors as high as
+ 8%. To confirm this, a set of filters was ordered with
six times the -r0.5-nm center-wavelength deviation,
all chosen to accumulate the worst way. Installed in
an instrument, this set caused the instrument to read
130% when a subject's oxygenation level was IOOo/o,
and ttZ"/" when the actual level was 70%.

The data obtained from this instrument, however,
provided a means for deriving correction factors with
respect to the center-wavelength deviation of the fil-
ters. When these correction factors were applied to
the instrument that had the six-times worst-case fil-
ters, results were nearly indistinguishable from in-
struments using optimum filter sets. In production
instruments, the center wavelengths of each filter set
are measured and the coefficients of the equation are
modified according to the deviations. These coeffi-
cients are then entered into the field-programmable
ROM for the instrument that uses that filter set.

Interchangeable Ear Probes
A major design effort involved the optical charac-

teristics of the earprobe/cable assembly. One require-
ment for the probe was interchangeability, allowing
any probe to be used with any instrument. The ear
should be treated, of course, as a scattering light
transmitter. Changes in measurement conditions
caused by probe movement and changes in the ge-
ometry of illumination caused by various ear thick-
nesses and shapes were minimized by using a probe
with a fixed ear gap and with uniform diffusion paths
for both incident and transmitted light.

Uniform diffusion is accomplished by tandem dif-
fusers. The tungsten light emerges from the fiber-
optic bundle at many different angles, creating non-
uniform and nonrepeatable irradiation patterns that
differ from unit to unit and even differ in the same
unit when the cable is moved. These patterns are pro-
jected on an opal-glass diffuser that redistributes the
illumination before projecting it on a second diffuser.
The second diffuser produces evenly distributed
radiation on the ear.

A similar diffusion system evenly distributes the
scattered illumination received from the ear. This
diffusion system provides uniform radiation angles
and uniform sensitivity across the input to the receiv-
ing fiber-optic bundle, thus providing the uniform
optical geometry needed for making precise mea-
surements on scattering samples, such as the ear.

The Baseline
Instrument calibration ultimately rests on a hos-

pital based study (as yet unpublished) from which
the processing coefficients were determined. This
study involved volunteers, carefully selected to rep-
resent a broad distribution of racial characteristics,
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both male and female, smokers and non-smokers,
who were exposed to hypoxic breathing mixtures

Fig.7, Oximeter has space for optional pAtient-monitoring
modules to give simultaneous measurements of heart rate,
pressure, temperature, or respiration. Standardization cavity
then mounts on the side of the instrument.

(Fig. 5). Simultaneous arterial blood-sampling and
ear-transmission measurements produced sufficient
data to derive a coefficient set that minimized error
when blood-sampling results are compared with
values calculated from ear-transmission measure-
ments. The spectrophotometric reference standard
was calibrated in terms of gas-content measurements
using the Van Slyke procedure.

These results were verif ied in several hospital
studies involving several instruments before the in-
strument was formally introduced (Fig. 61. Inde-
pendent studies published by several investigators
have provided confirmaliotr.T'8'11'1a'15

Instrument-to-instrument variabil ity is a useful
measure of the control exercised over component
specifications. The following table indicates the per-
formance of five instruments on twenty-eight sub-
jects, both when breathing room air and when breath-
ing 100% oxygen. The close agreement from instru-
ment to instrument shows the level of performance
obtained.

Inltrument
Room Air 1OOy" 02

Average
Oxygen

Saturatlon
Standard
Devlatlon

Average
Oxygen

Saturadon
Standard
Devlatlon

'I

2
3
4
c

97.20
97.20
Y t . z5
97.25
97.24

0.85
0.98
0.92
1 .01
1 .00

99.59
99.73
99.80
99.67
99.76

0.92
0.97
u.oc

0.74
0.72

All Points 97.23 0.94 99.71 0.80

Instrument Varlabllity (5 instruments, 28 subiects)
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 47201A Ear Oximeter

Model 47201A is calibrated to read percent oxygen saturation of tunctional
hemoglobin. lt readsthe oxygen aaluratlon ot blood in the ear provided sutticienl
hemoglobin i6 pre$nt in oarpiecetleld otvlew. Reading cofiespondsto arterial
aaturalion it aar perfusion is far in exces ot metabolic demands.

ACCURACY (t1 sigma): r1.7%, 90-100% range
!2.Oo/o,80-g0ok
!2.3o/o, 7O-8O./"
t2.6.h, @-7O"/"
Unknown, 0-60%,

SETTLING TIME: Settles to within 1 % ot reading approximalely 20s after earpiece
is applied to well-perfused ear.

RESPONSE TIME: Normally 2.3s tor 6770 response to step change in saturation.
Changeable by internal jumper to 1.5 or 4.7s.

DRIFT: 0.25ryhour atter 15 m warm-up.
INTERFERING SUBSTANCES: Bilirubin conentration greater than 10 mg o/o

causes inaccurate readings, typielly 2 to 4olo low in a range of 10 to 25 mg %
bilirubin. "Cardiogresn" used in cardiac outpul studies causes transiently high
readrngs.

EARPROBE TEMPERATURE: 41.CC t l"C.
REAR-PANEL ANALOG OUTPUT: 2.5 to 5V (adiuslable) lor 100% oxygen

saturation.
REAR-PANEL SYSTEM CONNECTOR OUTPUTS: Oxygen saturation analog

output, Hl and LO alarms, and INOP.
PATIENT ISOLATION (measured from earprobe to third-wire ground): >20MO at

3000V rms, 60 Hz, 4eC and 95% relative humidity.
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: meets specifications in a temperature range of 0

to 3UC atter warm-up provided fan lilter is clean and iretrument is standardized
once every few hours. For temperatures trom 3?C to 45"C, instrument musl
be.estandardized for each 1"C chmge in ambient temperature. Above 45"C,
instrument shuts down and turns on INOP indicator. Operates at all levels of
humidity short of those that produce condensation.

POWER: 1 15/230 Vac, 50/60 Hz, 1 60VA.
DIMENSIONS:  191 mm H x  425mmW x 425mmD (7 .5  x  16 .75  x  16 .75 in ) .
WEIGHT: 16.7 kg (37 lbs)
PRICE lN U.S.A.: $8200.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: WALTHAM OIVISION

175 Wyman Streot
Waltham. Massachusetls 02 1 54 U.S.A,

tion requirements and the development of clinical ex-
periences. A multitude of manufacturing problems
were ably handled by Ray O'Connell and Bill Kole. e
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A Slgnal-Level Reference

The accuracy of instruments thot meqsure signol leve.l con
be enhonced by inciuding o colibrotion source within the
instrument. The diogrom below is on examp.le of how this con
be done inexpensively. ?his circuit generotes on RF signol
that hos o highly stoble omplitude leve.l for use os o colibro-
tion reference.

A stoble current, I, is estobiished by comporin g the voltage
drop ocross resistor R1 to a refercnce voltage produced by
temperoture-stable zener diode D7, ond using the result to
control constont current generotor Q3. The stabilized current
flows alternately in tronsistors Qi ond Q2 os the tronsistors
ate switched by the squorewave from o loco.l oscillotor within
the host instrument.

The squorewove current flowing through the resonont cir-
cuit in the Q2 collector circuit produces on output sinewave
that hos o peok-to-peok vaiue ZRL1 x I x 4lr. (4ln isthe rctio of
the /undomento.l to the peok-to-peok omplitude of o squore
wave.)

The impedonce 2o6 is stobilized by suitoble choice of
components ond, os mentioned previously, I is stabilized by
comporison to a zener voltage. Using the voltage ocross Rl to
stobilize I eliminotes the effects of temperoture-induced vori-
ot ions in tronsistor a. As a resuit,  the circuit 's output
omplitude stobility is within 0 .O7 dB over atemperoture ronge
of O to 55"C.

This circui t, o p eroting at 7 MHz, i s us e d i n th e Mo d el J 7 45 A
Selective Level Meosuring Set (Hewlett-P ackord /ourno.l,
lanuary 7976) to calibrote the instrument automoticoily ot the
stort of eoch meosurement,

/. Reid Urquhort
H ew I ett-P ackard Li mited
South Queensferry, Scotlond

Laboratory Notebook
An Accurate, Low-Noise

Discriminator

Pu.lse-count discriminotors are often used where very good
Iineority in frequencyto-voltage conversions is o require-
ment. They achieve lineority by generating o norrow,
constqnt-width pulse for each cycle of the input waveform,
ond integroting the pulses to obtain a dc level proportionol to
input frequency. Assuming that the integrotor response is
sufficiently fost, output lineority is a function of the con-
stancy of pulse width.

The width of the pulses is usuo.lly determined by o mul-
tivibrotor with on RC timing circuit. However, becouse the
slope of the RC dischorge curve couses some uncertointy in
the timing of the mu.ltivibrotor reset, there qre minor vorio-
tions in pulse width ond hence in the dc output. I/ these
voriotions ore not o /unction o/ pulse rote, then the result is
simply the oddition of noise to the dc output.

Achieving.low noise thus requires a good "time stondord"
for determining pulse width. A high-Q puise-forming network
can occompiish this.

A discriminotor bqsed on this princip.le is shown in the
diogrom. The input waveform is squored in Jine receivers
connected os Schmitt triggers to reduce onyAM sensitivity in
the discriminotor, ond the resulting squore wove drives o
pulse-forming network. The network's input impedonce is
simi.lqr to thot of o shorted tronsmission line, goingto zero
shortiy ofter the occumence of each square-wove tronsition
ond therebyforming norrow pulses. The positive pulses turn
on o current switch and integrotion of the current pulses
obtoins the dc outout.

Schmitt
Trlggers

Currsnt
Switch

Llne
Driver

A typical opplicotion for this type discriminotor is in the
YIG oscillotor control loop for the sweep-frequency generotor
of the Model 85054 Network Analyzer (Hewlett-Packard

/ournol, luly 7976) where moximum oscillotor stobiiity wos
desired. This discriminotor operotes over o ronge of o.5 to 73
MHz with o pulse width of 22 ns. Since discriminotor noise is
directly re.loted to switching time, ECL line drivers ore used
for the Schmitt triggers to obtoin very fast pulse transitions.
The result is residuol FM of less than 2O Hz rms in the sweep-
frequency output over the O.5-to-73-MHz tange.

For operotion over a O.5-to-730-MHz ronge, the system out-
put frequency is divided by 7O before being opplied to the
discriminotor. Residuoi FM is then 200 Hz rms.

Gerold Ainsworth
Stonford Pork Division
PaIo AIto, Coiifornio

Richord Pope
Sonto Roso Division
Sonto Roso. Colifornio

t
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Card-Programmable Digital lC Tester
Simplifies Incoming Inspection
It's inexpensive, easy to set up fo test a wide variety
of digital lC's, and easy to operate. lnterfaces for many
automatic lC handlers are available.

by Eric M. Ingman

HEN A COMPONENT FAILS in a piece of
electronic equipment, locating and replacing

it can be a costly process requiring a skilled tech-
nician. To reduce the possibility of such failures,
components are subjected to various tests before they
are assembled into equipment. Testing begins with
the component manufacturer. However, no matter
how complete a manufacturer's production tests are,
a certain percentage of the components shipped will
be found to be defective when they arrive at their
destination. This is true of any manufactured pro-
duct. For this reason, equipment manufacturers are

turning more and more to 100/o inspection of incom-
ing components. Every faulty component found in
incoming inspection can save five to ten dollars in
board rework costs.

Besides performing the appropriate logical func-
tion, digital integrated circuits must meet input, out-
put, and power supply voltage and current speci-
fications, and propagation, rise, and fall t ime specifi-
cations. Although there are automatic systems that
test all of these parameters, they are too complex and
costly for most equipment manufacturers' incoming
inspection departments. Less costly is the approach

Fig. 1. Model 50454 Digital lC
fester ls programmed by means
of factory- prepared prerecorded
magnetic cards to test a wide
variety of commercially available
digital integrated circuits, A built-
in printer provides a record of test
results and failure analyses,
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most often taken: each circuit is tested functionally
and its voltage and current parameters are checked.

Testers that do this kind of inspection are usually
programmed to test different types of integrated cir-
cuits in one of two ways. Some use interchangeable
printed circuit boards or cards. Others are programmed
by setting limit voltages and currents on thumbwheel
switches and making connections to the device under
test by means of a pushbutton matrix. The former
method has the disadvantage that with the many
thousands of different integrated circuits available
today the program card library can become large and
expensive. The latter method isn't well suited for use
by unskil led personnel on a production basis. Also, a
number of different tests can't easily be made on the
same device.

Software programming can eliminate all of these
disadvantages.  Testers that  are fu l ly  sof tware-
programmed are only now becoming available.

New lC Tester
The new HP Model b045A Digital IC Tester (Fig. r)

is a software-programmed tester designed to mini-
mize the incremental cost associated with testing
each d i f ferent  IC type.  Both funct ional  and dc
parametric tests for a particular IC are programmed by
an inexpensive magnetic card (see Fig. 2). Prepro-
grammed cards for testing a wide variety of standard
ICs are listed in HP's IC Program Catalog. The tester is
easy to operate; an operator can be trained to use it in a
few minutes.

Model  5045A tests a broad spectrum of  log ic
families, including ECL, CMOS, TTL, RTL, HTL, and
DTL. 16-pin capabil ity is standard, 24 optional. A
built-in printer produces a permanent record of IC

Fig,2. Test package for each circuit type includes fwo tests,
each on a separate preprogrammed card. Pass/fal test is
for rapid functional testing. Diagnostlc is the same test with
more detailed failure analvsis.

The type ot test the lC failed. --\

The number of tesl cycles Oass"O \
and failed since the program erd \
was l@ded. (provides easy t"brtu- 

\ T 1,..,,,,f ,,
tion of good and bad lc's.) 

[ F:t I I

A pinout ot the rc, showins the cor- f i . '  , l .. i ' t" l:
rect logic states of the failed test. /t:.:, I t:i t [::.
Print€d pin states correspond to pins / [:: i:::l f I
o n s t a n d a r d d u a l i n - l i n e p a c k a g e w i t h  / ,  

t

l@ation of pin 1 indicaledonptintout. 
/l

A list of pins that failed the particular
test.

F: t: i i l . . l  r. l | t l
' : r i | r l j l l : ; : ] : ;  l r : l

r-. l l r,:1 r,:i 1. r,:i trr .l

I  : : t : ] r i : ]  |  [1 r : r  ]  [ ] r l
[:r T f.l ti :'::t r:ri, t:l

F)9.3. Typical printout ol test results.

failures, including voltage and current data on failing
pins. The tester generates its own ROM test programs
by exercising a known good ROM, storing its outputs,
and then recording the complete program on a blank
magnetic card. Confidence in the reliability of test
results is increased by a built-in self-check capability.

The 5x27-cm magnetic test program cards are pre-
programmed on a computer system. Testing a device
involves inserting the appropriate magnetic card for
that device type, fitting the correct test socket if it is
not already in place, plugging in the device to be
tested, and pressing the test button. If the device fails
one of the tests, the name of the test, the number of
passes and failures since the magnetic card was

'T't::::::: 
1" r F F:t l,{ r::l 1...1 "1"

l-r 1:::t I 1.... ;t F |:.t::::;:i:i; :;::: ]:'
Fh:t I 1.... f::,I l..l I :;it fii ill

I T

l- [::::::;i 1" I .1. l'.1 F] l...l l- 1.... lH lJ [:i:1....
F: l:::l T 1.... :t Fr l:1::::;:::;; :;ii:;"
[:: l:::l T 1..., Fr ]' l.,l it ::::t I::; l:::l

I l .

l- [:::::::i 
'1" I [:: 1..,1 l'.1 l:::: l- I l:] l'.1

[:: f:l [ 1.... :r [:1 l;:l:::il l:::i i;::: I
F: l:::t 1 1.... Fr'[ l..l I ::i:t riiii t:rl

l. l

''l"f:i.:iii;"1" I r::::r.::rl..l T':[ l1r...r :1. l"'r''
F.[::r r, r.,.. ;] F] f::r,:::;,::;
F:'l::i 1 1.... Fr 1' l.,l |l I ;;:::

,::1. l:::; r::; ti:il
l. r,il I l. 1. ;;::: 1. ::::t

r':l ':r

:.iir
':J

t. ,+

Fig.4. The tester can print out all the tests and prns on which
failures occur for a oarticular lC.
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Fig. 5. Ihe y AND / BFsuLrs sw?ch causes the tester to vary
the voltage and current on f ailed pins until the devlce passes
and then print those voltage and current readings. See Flg. 6.

loaded, the logic states applied to and expected from
the device, and the pins that failed are printed out on
the built- in 20-character thermal printer (see Fig. 3).
The test can be terminated on the first failure, or the
tester can hold on fail for further examination of the
failed condition and be manually stepped to the next
failure, or all the tests and pins on which failures
occur can be printed out (see Fig.  J.

So the user can tell how close a device came to
passing, the v AND I RESULTS switch on the front panel
(see Fig. 5) causes the voltage and current to be varied
automatically on failed pins unti l the device passes,
and those voltage and current readings are then
printed out (Fig. 6). On pins that do not have failures
the programmed test limits are printed. To verify cor-
rect  loading of  data f rom the magnet ic  card a

The center column contains the vol-
tage reading.

The righfhand colmn contains the
current reading in mill iamperes.

"1" indicates the pin's programmed
limit.

The direclion of current flow is with
respect to the device under test.
Cur ren t  i s  convent iona l  cur ren t .
f lowing lrom positive to negative.
Any current flowing ouf ol a device
is given a minus sign on the printout.

Failed pins are l isted twice: Top
listing-programmed conslant vol-
ta9e,  resu l tan t  cur ren t .  Bo t tom
listing-programmed constant cur-
rent, resultant voltage.

l [:.::; l r ;1...1flr.": l".1. r.]l ' l
F t::t I 1.... .,r: Fr |.'|l:::r; ir; ,+ ',1.

I tir " riirl_ t,t * ril.r,llrl
;;: ;l:|..' i,/ 5L.f,1H
:.::r I'. ,,+L_|,,,, "'.[ir, 4t...f,1t1
.,t ;:j 1.... lr r;1..1,1 11
:; ljj 1.... r./ :;1... r,1 F
ril; r:l ,, ,:+ I :i L . r','r l. r.rr , lrxr r:l 1,1 fri
l::l ki " ,:+ f;::' lr L {; l-.. tl H

" 
131. . . . r . r  - : ] : f t f iL l ' l f i

r:::r r,jr , ,{. I li |' .1r 1 {l t... f,l ll
::r f:l..U lit,.l '111

L r:ir ;:l...I,r lrl.-.f'l l ' l
1. 1. {rl , ,,1. l. 1; 1.... r,r t ;rt , ':r rtji fi frl

i i:j " ,,+r::ll t,r 1. iji l-.l,1Fl
;,ll: i:1....ir l:it...llE
:i:r i;r:|....',J l::;L.f,lfi
,,1. ,,1., lli[.,,,,, i;:ti::|.:11. l,1frl

1 . . . l r | : ; ' f i i ' l : l ' l  l  I  I l i i l l  1 . l i : 1
Fi i. f..l
: : : : i l t l t l F  l . . : , { : l I  1  1 . I t i t i l | l
|.i: trl T I fll f.,l I rirl; j. ,l

Fig. 6. V and I results printout tells the user how c/ose the
device came fo passing.

checksum is done and nnroao printed if an error is
detected.

The tester can also record programs stored in its
program memory, so cards can be duplicated and the
output pattern of ROMs to be tested can be self-

Fig.7. The test deck of the 5045
lC Tester can be removed and
mounted on an automatic handler.
lnErtace electronics are available
for many commercially available
handlers.
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CPU

Fig.8. 50454 lC Tester block diagram.

programmed. In the latter case a program card for that
type of ROM sets up voltage and current parameters,
organizes the tests to be performed, and defines input,
output, and supply pins. The user then inserts a good
ROM with the desired pattern and tests it once. The
5045A stores the output pattern, and subsequent tests
use the stored output pattern as the reference truth
table. The entire program including the output pat-
tern can be recorded on a blank card for future use.

The 5045A IC Tester can be operated as a stand-
alone tester with the devices to be tested inserted
manually, or connected to an automatic handler that
automatically inserts the ICs into the test socket (Fig.
7). The fast circuitry that must be located close to the
test socket is contained in a removable "tongue". For
handler operation the tongue is removed from the
tester and mounted on the handler and a special inter-
face board connects directly to the test socket. Con-
nection between the tester and tongue is by means of a
multiconductor cable. Interface boards are available
for many commercially available handlers.

lnside the Tester
The 50454 IC Tester block diagram, Fig, 8, can be

divided into three sections.

r The analog section and its associated interface cir-
cuit contain the pin driver and test head elec-
tronics, and the reference voltage generator and
control, which stores the test l imits for each pin in
a digital memory and converts them to analog form.

r The CPU (central processing unit) is the heart of the
digital part and is the controller of the 5045A.

r The front panel, printer, and magnetic card reader
provide the interface with the operator.
The pin driver circuit (see Fig. 9) is the same for

each pin of the IC under test. Any pin can be an input,
output, clock, or power supply pin. Ground relays on
selected pins provide a low-impedance ground path
on all common ground pin arrangements.

Each pin driver has two current generators, one for
positive current and the other for negative. Each cur-
rent generator has two program-controlled current
ranges, m and Lo, and can be programmed to turn on
or off depending on whether the pin driver is in the
one or the zero state. When the pin driver is a source,
such as when it is to drive an input or be a power
supply, the positive current generator is turned on if
the pin driver is in the one state and the negative
current generator is turned on if the pin driver is in
the zero state. When the pin driver acts as a load the
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reverse is true. Each current generator can be pro-
grammed on in both states to act as a pull-up on
open-collector outputs or for driving pins that have
the same polarity of input current in both states. Each
current generator is connected to the midpoint of two
back-to-back diodes so the maximum current that can
flow to the pin is equal to that from one current
generator.

As an example of pin driver operation, suppose it is
to be a source and is in the zero state. The negative
cunent generator is on and the positive generator is
off. The only source of current to the pin is the pair of
back-to-back diodes connected to the negat ive
generator, so the zero-state circuits have control ofthe
voltage applied to the pin. The inverting input of the
operational amplifier is connected to the test pin via a
CMOS switch so that a negative feedback loop is
established around the operational amplifier. So long
as the pin current does not exceed the current from
the negative cunent generator the voltage applied to
the pin is equal to the zero reference level. If the
current drawn by the device under test exceeds the
current limit programmed into the current generator,
the output of the operational amplifier is driven hard
negative. This constitutes a failure.

When the pin driver switches to the one state the
CMOS switch in the feedback path from the test pin

Fig. 9. Pin driver circuit is the
same tor each pin of the lC under
test. Any pin can be an input,
output, clock, or power supply pin.
As shown here, the pin driver is
acting as a source in the zero state
and the Ht current mode.

opens and the CMOS switch connected to the output
of the operational amplifier closes, so the output of
the zero-state operational amplifier equals the zero
reference level. When the zero-to-one transition oc-
curs a fast edge is applied by transistor Q1, whose
emitter is at the one voltage level. The transition is
applied to the base of Q1 through a CR network,
causing Q1 to turn on and saturate, bringing the test
pin quickly up to the one level. When capacitor C2
discharges Q1 turns off. Meanwhile, the slower, more
accurate test signal from the one-state operational
amplifier and the positive current generator settles
down and controls the test pin after Q1 turns off.
Capacitor C1 is large and is charged through the
CMOS switch from the output of the one-state opera-
tional amplifier while the pin driver is in the zero
state. The fast edge circuits are mounted close to the
test socket in the tester's tongue and are activated
only when the pin driver is programmed as a source.

Operation is similar when the pin driver is used as a
load, except that in the zero state the positive current
generator is on and in the one state the negative cur-
rent generator is on. The voltage on the test pin is
controlled by the device under test and the opera-
tional amplifier indicates whether the voltage is less
than or greater than the reference voltage, In the zero
state if the test pin has a voltage higher than the
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Reterence Level Generator

:0v

reference voltage the output of the operat ional
amplifier goes hard negative indicating a failure. In
the one state a failure is indicated if the test pin
voltage is lower than the reference voltage.

Reference Voltage Generator
Each pin driver requires four reference voltages, the

zero and one reference voltages and the positive and
negative current generator references. Each reference
voltage can be set to different levels on all pins, so as
many as 4x24:96 different voltages may be required.
Fig. 10 shows how these voltages are generated. An
MOS shift register memory stores the magnitude of
each reference voltage. The shift register output is the
digital input to an tt-bit digital-to-analog converter
(DAC). As the shift register is clocked the reference
voltages are sequentially generated at the output of
the DAC. The output of the DAC is connected to four
sets of sample-and-hold circuits that generate four
parallel outputs representing the four reference vol-
tages. These four outputs are bussed to the pin drivers
so that the reference voltages for each pin driver ap-
pear in sequence. At the appropriate time, each pin
driver picks off its reference voltages by means of its
sample-and-hold circui ts.  The sample gates use
CMOS bilateral switches.

Fig. 10. Each pin driver requires
four reference levels, which may
differ from pin ta pin. Reference
levels are generated sequentially
by a digitallo-analog converter
and are picked off at appropriate
times bv sample-and-hold circuits.

Central Processor
Test programs for the 5045A IC Tester are written

by HP factory specialists. The stimulus pattern and
also the expected output pattern for the device under
test are generated by programming the tester's central
processor to emulate the logic of the device and the
stimulus pattern generator or, alternatively, a truth
table may be programmed for the stimulus and ex-
pected output pattern, or a mixture of both techniques
may be used. Programming the logic enables large
patterns to be generated algorithmically without the
large amount of data storage that the corresponding
truth table would require.

Programming the logic involves expressing the cir-
cuit to be programmed in terms of the logic elements
that can be emulated by the arithmetic/logic unit
(ALU) in the 50454 IC Tester, and then assigning
nodal numbers to each logic element input and out-
put. The logic program is then a list expressing in
order the logic elements, the numbers of the nodes
their inputs come from, and the nodal numbers of
their outputs. Logic computation is done in the order
that the program is written, so if an input depends on
an output, the logic model that computes that output
must be ahead of the input in the program. Sequential
elements such as D and J-K flip-flops require storage
of the state of the flip-flop and also the state of the
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clock so that for the next state the presence of an edge
on the clock input is known. Only as many inputs and
outputs as are required for each logic element need be
expressed in the program. Unused inputs are set to
zero. If the nodal numbers for the inputs or outputs
are in consecutive order, then the number of consecu-
tive numbers is listed followed by the number of the
first node, thus saving program space. For each
change of state at the test socket, the logic program
runs through once.

Operation of the processor as a logic simulator is
illustrated in Fig. 11. The program tells the ALU what
logic element to use and that inputs are being
specified, so the RAM is set into the read mode. The
number of consecutive steps is set up in the consecu-
tive steps counter and the nodal number is preset into
the address register. The nodal number conesponds
to a RAM address, and the data stored in RAM (or its
complement) is output to the ALU. This data is ini-
tially set to zero and changes as the test proceeds. If
more than one consecutive step was programmed,
then the consecutive steps counter keeps the program
from advancing to the next step until the RAM ad-
dress register has advanced through the programmed
number of steps. When all the input statements in the
program are complete for that logic element, the pro-
gram specifies the output nodal number. The RAM
then switches to write mode and the logic element
outputs are stored in the RAM in the same way as the
inputs were specified.

The program code is a 12-bit word of two types. The
field of one specifies the logic element and the
number of consecutive steps; the field of the other
contains the nodal number, inpuUoutput, and true/
complement bits. The word containing the logic ele-
ment is usually followed by a number of words
specifying the input nodes, then the logic element
word, and as many output node words as are required.
This leads to a structure where the data word is of
variable length, which in a serial machine maximizes
the speed, since time is wasted in afixed-word-length
serial processor in shifting bits of data that contain no
useful information. The central processor is also used
for doing housekeeping work under firmware con-
trol. In addition to being able to communicate with
the ALU, the RAM can also communicate with the pin
drivers, printer, and magnetic card reader.

Programs for the central processor can come from
three sources, depending upon the state of the ROM
address register, a presettable counter.
r Address 0-15-The HP-IB slot interface.
r Address 16-3071-The ROM firmware (contains all

the housekeeping programs).
r Address 3O72-4O95-The IC test program memory.
Normally the ROM address register steps sequentially
through the ROM addresses. Jump statements and

conditional branch statements are executed by com-
puting the new address in the RAM and then transfer-
ring it to the ROM address register.

Test Program Memory
The IC test program memory is a 6144-bit dynamic

MOS shift register memory arranged in a 512xL2
format. Information can be written from the test pro-
gram memory into the RAM in serial form and read out
in the same form, or memory data can be read onto the
program bus in 12-bit parallel form. The memory does
not have any address capability so the locations of
blocks of data are identified by title codes. Searching
for titles is done by a firmware subroutine.

If the memory is not being accessed, it does not
shift. If it is not accessed for 0.5 ms, it goes into an
automatic refresh mode; the information is recircu-
lated until the stored information is back in the same
locations as before.

An IC test program contains four types of informa-
tion, the start of each being determined by its own
title code. The first type Iists the relays to be closed in
the test head, the number of pins in the device under

Fig. 1 1, Operation of the central processor when simulating
the logic of the circuit under test and the stimulus pattern
generator. The test program tells the ALU what logic element
to simulate and whether to read the state of an input node f rom
the RAM ot write the stafe of an output node into the RAM.
Logic simulation makes it posslb/e to generate much larger
test Datterns than arc feasible usinq truth tables.
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test, and the name of the card, which is printed out
when the card is loaded. The second type has the test
name and calls out the parameter list and logic model
to be used for that test. The third type is the parameter
list for setting up the reference level generator, and
the fourth is the logic model, which is output onto the
program bus. The model tells the pin drivers what
states to be in, either by simulating the logic of the
stimulus pattern generator and the device under test,
or by branching to a firmware subroutine which then
inputs a section of the logic model as a truth table.
Also, pins to be tested are specified and branches to
time-delay subroutines in firmware can be program-
med. Suppression of testing on all or some of the pins
during a test can also be programmed.

Production Testing
Production testing of the 504sA IC Tester is done

using a 9830A Calculator-controlled test system con-
taining a digital voltmeter and a scanner and an HP-IB
interface board plugged into the I/O slot in the tester.
The test system automatically exercises each pin
driver in all its operating modes and checks to see that
the voltages and currents at the test socket are within
the specified limits.
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Some Economic Considerations
of IC Testing

Although integrated circuits are tested at several points
in their manufacturing cycle, a certain percentage of the de-
vices delivered to users are faulty. lt may be said that to elimin-
ate all defective los, the manufacturer need only test 100% of
his devices before they are shipped. This is seldom true of any
other manufactured product and is not true of integrated cir-
cuits. There seems to be a small percentage of defective de-
vices that evade all controls. Unfortunately, this small per-
centage can cause serious trouble in systems where many lCs
are used.

To see the effect of these defective devices, it is revealing
to calculate the percentage of newly loaded printed circuit
boards that will not function because they contain faulty de-
vices. The probability of the total board working is the probabil-
ity of all of its individual components working at the same time.
This is derived by mult iplying al l  the individuat probabil i t ies
together. For example, a board containing 100 lCs, each with
99% probability of functioning correctly, would have a probabil-
ity of functioning correctly of (99%)100, or 37"/o. This means
that if only 1% ot the lCs used to load the board are defective,
only one out of three loaded boards will work when first turned
on. l f  the boards contain 50 lCs that are taulty 1% of the t ime,

one out of three boards will be bad. Hence the rework costs
directly attributable to faulty lCs can be quite sizable.

Equipment Costs
Several types of test equipment are avai lable to detect

faulty digital integrated circuits. As one might expect, inex-
pensive testers may be used to catch some of the failures,
whereas equipment designed to el iminate virtual ly al l  fai lures
may be prohibitively expensive to all but extremely-high-volume
users. Functional testing, or testing to see whether a device
performs according to its truth table, can be done with equip-
ment in the $1,000 price range. This type of test ing catches an
estimated 7e/. ol all failures. The addition of dc oarametric
testing, or testing to see whether all input/output voltages and
currents are correct and ascertaining that the device wil l
operate under worst-case voltage and current condit ions,
catches greater than 95o/o of all faulty devices. A tester that
performs both parametric and functional tests costs about
$10,000. The Model 50454 Digital lC Tester is in this class.

To catch the last few faulty devices it is necessary to add
pulse parametric or dynamic test ing to the test repertoire.
Addition of this test segregates those devices whose defects

1 8
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are slow rise times, long propagation delays, insensitivity to
narrow clock pulses, or other t iming-related phenomena. This
type of tester costs typically over $100,000. For most lC users,
the most cost-effective solution is a compromise between the
two extremes: a bench{op digital lC tester capable of per-
torming dc parametric and functional testing, thereby catch-
ing greater than 95% of all faulty devices.

Sample Testing or 100% Testing?
There are two schools of thought regarding the quantity of a

given lot that should be tested once it is received from the ven-
dor. Sample test ing is designed to catch gross defects such as
high percentages of devices that do not meet specifications or
devices that are mismarked. Small percentages of defective
devices may not be detected. This type of testing is usually
done when the lot of lCs is purchased as having an acceptable
quality level (AQL). For example, 0.65o/o AQL means that a lot
that is 0.65% defective has a 95o/o chance of being acceptable
by the user. lt also means that a lot that is 2% defective has a
50% chance of being accepted and a lot that is 4.8% defective
has a 10% chance of being accepted. lf a lot is rejected by
the user because his sample testing reveals excessive failures,
the whole lot is returned to the vendor. This lot is then reolaced
by another lot that may pass the sample test even though it con-
tains a small percentage of faulty devices, a percentage that
may be quite signif icant.

100% testing is more expensive, since i t  typical ly involves
automatic handling equipment and requires more of a labor
investment, but it does have the advantage of catching not
only the gross problems but also the small  percentage of de-
fects that are continuously present. Although the trend seems to
be towards 100% incoming inspection of digital lCs, the user's

decision must be based on a careful analvsis of his individual
situation.

The Cost ot 100% Testing Using dc Parametric and
Functional Tests

The cost of test ing a digital lC depends primari ly on two
things: the cost of the test equipment involved and the cost of
the manpower required to operate the equipment. The cost of
test ing a single lC can then be determined according to the
volume of lCs tested and the speed at which they are tested,
For equipment costs, assume the lC tester costs $10,000 and
the addit ion of automatic handling equipment to the tester costs
$8,000. For labor costs, assume a $4/hour rate with 50% over-
head for a total of $6/hour. The low-volume user of lOs, testing
50,000 lCs per year, would probably choose to insert the lCs
into the tester manually, Using f ive-year straight- l ine depre-
ciat ion, the annual equipment costs would be $2,000, or .O4llC.
About 300 lOs can be tested per hour for $6 or .02/lC. The total
test ing cost is .06/lC. The high-volume user of lCs, test ing
1,000,000 lCs per year, would require automatic handling
equipment in addit ion to the lC tester for a total of $18.000.
The annual equipment depreciation would be $3,600 or .0036/lC.
About 4,000 lCs could be tested per hour for $6 or.0015/lC.
The total test ing cost is .0051/lC. For the assumptions stated,
the high-volume user could buy test ing for each of his lCs at
one{enth the cost of the low-volume user. Even so, the cost to
the low-volume user may prove to be a good investment.

The Cost of Finding a Bad lC
The cost to f ind a bad lC at incoming inspection depends on

the cost of test ing a single lC and the fai lure rate of the lC type.
For a typical failure rate oI 1o/" lor room{emperature dc para-
metric and functional test ing (high{emperature test ing usually
produces more fai lures), 100 los must be tested to f ind a bad
one. For the user of 50,000 lCs per year, the cost to find that
one bad lC is $6 (from the analysis above). For the user of
1,000,000 lOs per year, the cost to f ind that one bad lC is $0.51.
These testing costs may now be compared to costs of finding
and replacing a faulty lC once i t  is soldered into a circuit  board.
An estimate of $10 per board repair is representative of a typical
cost that might be incurred if the faulty device is caught in
the factory.

For a company using 50,000 lCs per year the cost to f ind each
bad lC is $6 lor a 1o/o failure rate. With this failure rate, 500 faulty
devices would be found per year, savrng an estimated $5,000 in
board repair costs. The cost to find these 500 bad lCs is $3,000
for a net savings of $2,000. Since the costs are f ixed, higher
fai lure rates than 1% mean more savings. For a company using
1 ,000,000 lCs per year the cost to f ind each bad lC is $0,51 for a
1% fai lure rate. Testing the one mil l ion circuits yields 10,000
bad lCs for a savings of $1 00,000 in board repair costs. The cost
to f ind these 10,000 bad lCs is $5,100 for a net savings of
$94,900. For the two situations analyzed, the savings are then
$2,000 to $94,000. Thus the potential for cost savings is very
great.

Mark Eaker
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TEST SEr-UP UEIHOO: P.eprcgrammed magnelic erd Ail test condilions in-
dudiru Frareaic inlomation, input stimuti, and co(esponding oulputs are
@nrarned on th€ card. The prcEam is vedied each rihe il is toadd.

L@lC FAilILY COMPATtBtLtn: Comparbte wlh ECL, CMOS, TTL DTL, HTL,
FTL and the a$odaled subiamiti€s. Seethe tC p.ogram Calatq toravailabte

LOGIC FUXCnON COUPATtEtUTY: Gares, fl ipf tops, monostabte m!trivibraro.s,
colntds, $ift fqisbrs, priority encders, Schmit rigsrs, pariry generalors/
chsde6, deoderyencders, etict i$tators, dlalintino red Gtavs, ade6,
arilhreiic l€ic units, RoMs, PFoMq datic FAMS, ad many more..

DUAL TEST FOR qCH lC: Two tests a.e supptied rn rhe lesr package toreach
dfclil.Eachrestisonasepararecard. pass/Fait, to.amidmumtesilime; Di4
noslic" lor the same lest dth more derait€d drcuit taiture anatvsis.

fEST STFUCTURE:
FUNCTIONAL TESTST Truth labb is veritied by dtecr compafison betueenthe

odpll ol a sotua.e Sne.ated tC simulator (o. storcd kuth labte tor @dajn
drcuits) and the oulput ot the de$e lnds test

PAFAMETFIC IESTS: Alt dc paGrererc lvdtag€s and atronb) a.e lesrd ro
the mnlladurers data sheet specincatjons €x€epl where timitd bv the
sp€cifcations ot lhe Tesrs. Tesl timits are indicared in th into.malion ac-
companyng e*h m.gnerc card.

CONTINUII TEST: Veilios pin contad by checking torthe presence ot fr(ent
now into or out ot al adive pins (laiture ot this lesl is shown on th6 "CONT

TEST PAnEF{ GENERAION: Te$ panerN are deived thrcugh algdithm6
lechniques or tiom stord ruh labbs and are individkly laitored ro €ach tC.

PASS/FAIL COUN]EF: Pinb ths number ot passd and raitd deuces. Count is
iniiaid wh€n the magnetic e.d is insedd

UilIVEBSAL Plil OBIVEFS: Note: The sam6 cicuil is u$d tord.ivins and moni
ronng apinwhetherthatpin isaninput, ouiput, pwersupply, o.ct@k. Ailvottages
a.d oilsnls cn be set individuat,y and uniquety on each pin. E{ernat lest tix-
ru.es ar€ nd requtd.
VOLTAGE APPLIED TO THE OEvtCE UNOER TEST] (Suppry vdtage, hpur
Volhge. and Ollpul Vdtase)

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 5045A Digitat tC Tester

CUBFENT APPLIED TO THE DEVTCE UNOEF TESI (Suppty Curcnt, In-
pul C!.ent, and OutDut Curent)

BANGE ACCUBACY

OPEFATING T€mF.aiur€; CC lo sCC
RELATIVE HUMIOIWJ 80%
PFICE lN U.S.A.: g9m0 plus qltons
oPTto{s ANO ACCESSORTES:

OPTION oqf: htedace package lo, IPT Mdet 8OO Alromatic tC Handler
$1@.

OPTION 0051r hledace package 10. Syh rek Modet 719lNO Altomarc tC
Handld and othef relatd mdels. g1mo.

OPTION 0061: Int€dace package tor Daymarc a52/3 Aulomairc tC Bandte.
$ 1 @

OPTION @7| liledace packagoror Siemens (MCI) Modet 2608 Adomaric rC
Hadter. g1@0.

OPTION @4r Etpands the €pabtty ot the S45A lo 24 pins. $20@
OPTION s8r Fack flange kil $10.
OPTION 910: Set ot additionat prducl manuals Sso
91s-0071: thnk nagnenc prcgam mrd lPass/FarD $2
919-0072: Blank magnetc p.qram €rd loiagnosric) $2.
9241-0401:250 lool .oll ol thermal pnnt papei (minnum order s* roils).

52.20 ea
1@454: PrcprQrammed magnotic G.d lor any device tistd in the tC P.o.

gEm Caldog. The specilic cards fequned are do$gnated on the pro
gram card orde. sheet.l 9. S0 10-500. $25

1@6A: Coupon b@t conlaining ten couPns each redeemabte in me preprc
grammed magnerc  card  wh ich  is  l i s ted  in  the  lc  Program ca ta tog
The coupds a.€ maild dndly to the tactory and lk approp.iare prqram
€rd rs retumed by anmail The colpons epire Mo years iiom tho date ot
reeipr. s250.

MAilUFACTUAING DlvlSlON: SANTA CLAFA DIVtStON
S01 Srwens Cred Boulevard
Santa Ctam. Catilornia 9S50 U S.A

'Soo€ orcuils requ/e lhe opnona'24 p. capabrtry
'Vhich€ver is greater

tAll inl€dace padages lnclude a test head exrender Gbte, an intedace board
lnique lo the padicular handler, and a cabl€ to slpply rhe conrot signals lo ihe
handler. This enzbbslhe test head elstonics to F mounld within inches ot the

200 mA < lo < 2.5 mA
- 2 5 m 4 < t o < + 2 . 5 m A

+ 2 5 m 4 < l o <  + 2 0 0 m A

SLEW BAIE:30 ns/voli

DIGIAL VOLTMETEF/MILLIAMMETER FOF FATLEO P|NS: when a iatu.e
is sn@hrqd ((th PRTNTEF: ON, V and I FESULTS ON). ihe pnnling
digki Volmstd/Millamheter fecords the vohage and curenl pfesenl on rhe
ra i rdp in (s )  Inadd i too , th€50454red lces thed iv ingparamere .wh ich€!$d
the tailure (voltage tor iryui pins. curent tor ollput pins) unut the devic no
longer lails. The seond vollage/cuiled pan rs als .ecoroeo.

V4TAGE:
MNGE

-7.5V <  to  <-1 .875V
I  a75V <  lo  <  +1 .a75V

+ 1 . 8 7 5 V < l o <  + 7 . 5 V

CUBBENT:
RANGE

200 mA < lo < 2.5 mA
2.5  mA <  lo  <  +2 .5  mA

ACCUFACY

BANGE

7 . 5 V < l o <  1 8 7 5 V
L a 7 5 V < t o <  + 1 . 8 7 5 V

+ 1 . 8 7 5 V < l o < + 7 . 5 V

+2.5  mA <  !o  <  +2@ hA i04  mA or  16od '

REAA PANEL OUTPUTS: Automaric Handter tnreda€er i4 dn Amohenot connec-
tor provides End ol Test, Pass , "Fait and .Fait Continuity. signats
and accepls Srd Tesf. Atso avaihbts is a +5V tine €pabb ol supptytng

General
POWEa: 1@/120/200/240v (+5%. 107d,48,66 Hz. 2e vA.
Dlf ENSIONS: 19cm high, 42 5 cm wide, S cm deep (7.5 in ! 16.7 in. x 22.9 in)
SHIPPING WETGHI: 39.1 k9 (S tb)
{ET WEIGHT:27.7  kg  (61  tb )

Hewlett-Packard Company, 1501 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, California 94304
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